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Abstract 
This study focused on the formation process of the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople, 
which is one of the Japanese traditional crafts. This study aimed to clarify the professional identity 
of Maki-e craftspeople by comparing skilled craftspeople and young craftspeople. The participants 
were four Maki-e craftspeople held in different positions, and semi-structured interviews about 
the professional identity were conducted. As a result, the three unchangeable aspects of the pro-
fessional identity of Maki-e craftspeople were shown through this research. Furthermore, the two 
professional identities of Maki-e craftspeople over the course of the social changes were shown. 
The knowledge gained from this study is important to achieve greater understanding of career 
formation in highly specialized occupation. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Diversification of Work Styles and Expertise 
What do people ask for from their work? Various reasons and purposes for work are expected, such as worth, 
satisfaction, and self-expression. Additionally, how do people choose their occupations, and how do they be-
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come experts? Several studies concerning expertise and experts have been conducted (Shanteau et al., 2002; Van 
Gog et al., 2005; Baker et al., 2006); however, very few have focused on expertise from the point of view of ca-
reer decision and work. The process of making a career decision and gaining expertise is part of working, and 
working is closely related to the economy in most cases. From an international view, most people in Europe and 
the United States work for economic reasons (Sakai, 2014). In contrast, the Japanese have unique work values 
that do not give importance to economic reasons, and they characteristically work to acquire skill, because the 
work is worthwhile, for social reasons, and so on (Sakai, 2014; Engel, 1988; Wolf, 2013). Recently, however, 
Japanese work style has varied with the change of the industrial structure due to the loss of the Japanese style of 
management and the introduction of Western-style performance-based salary systems (Tae-sook, 2013). For this 
reason, the manner of career formation is significantly changing in Japan. Difficulty especially arises in the ac-
quisition of professional knowledge or skills because employment status is not stable in occupations for which 
they are required (Hiromori, 2012; Fujimoto, 2008). Why do young people pursue what they want to do, rather 
than economic stability, in this situation? This study focused on the consciousness and expertise of young people 
who chose high-specialty occupation. This study focused on traditional craftspeople because their occupation 
was considered to require high specialty; however, it did not have economic stability due to the industrial de-
cline in the first half of the 1990s. The formation process of professional identity in young craftspeople will be 
discussed from a psychological viewpoint. 

1.2. Definition of Professional Identity and About Maki-e Craftspeople 
Vocational identity, which is a subjective sensation experienced through the interaction between the rules of an 
occupational group and a value system, is one of the important developmental tasks of adolescence (Erikson, 
1968), while professional identity is the vocational identity of a professional person who has certain qualifica-
tions (Tatara et al., 1984). However, professional identity has not been clearly distinguished from vocational 
identity in previous research. Okamoto’s research about professional identity in potters, based on Ericson’s 
theory, was considered to be a precedent of the research in this study (Okamoto, 2010, 2011); however, her par-
ticipant did not have public qualification as a traditional craftsman because he did not belong to that production 
area based on the “Law for the Promotion of Traditional Craft Industries”. As a fundamental problem, public 
qualification as a traditional craftsman is not necessary to work as one. Adding to this problem is the fact that 
the above professional identity is not applied to traditional craftspeople despite their professional knowledge and 
skill. Therefore, it has been determined that it does not matter whether the occupation requires qualification in 
this study. “Professional identity” in this study is defined as “a subjective sensation experienced through the in-
teraction between the rules of an occupation, which requires professional knowledge and skill, and a value sys-
tem”. 

This study focuses on Maki-e craftspeople. Maki-e was a traditional decorative technique of lacquer craft that 
was developed originally in Japan. Recently, the need for Maki-e has been declining due to the falling demand 
and the appearance of alternative technique, such as silk screen technique, while it is a representative craft. 
About a hundred craftspeople have above public qualification; however more than a hundred people take part in 
Maki-e work because there are many other craftspeople who do not have public qualification. The kinds of Ma-
ki-e are different from the dependence on the production area. This study thus focuses on Maki-e craftspeople 
with a traditional background in Kyoto, where a various techniques of Maki-e is demanded. There are only four 
Maki-e traditional craftspeople in Kyoto. To discuss about the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople who 
have been handed over as Japanese unique craft for a long time gives an indication of considering the existence 
of other high-specialty occupation. 

1.3. Problem Identification and Aim of This Study 
Skill is one of greatest indexes that show the specialty of an expert. There are many studies about skill, as shown 
in the five-stage model of skill acquisition (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980). Skill has a great influence on the forma-
tion process of professional identity; however, it is more important to focus on the subjective sensation of how a 
person acquires skill than to evaluate skill level. Most previous research focused on skill acquisition, while the 
discussion of the consciousness of craftspeople was insufficient. There are many studies that analyze the skill of 
craftspeople using a scientific viewpoint and methods (Osman & Zin, 2010; Hochin & Nomiya, 2013); however, 
the skill is impossible to extract by quantification because skill it is based on tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966). 
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Additionally, use of a visualized training technique does not always generate an expert; as shown in previous 
research, an expert’s performance decreases when judging him based on his knowledge (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 
1979). Therefore, the consciousness of craftspeople about various expertise processes excluding skill is also 
important when considering the formation process of professional identity. 

Skilled craftspeople are important as role models in the discussion of the formation process of professional 
identity for young craftspeople. Skilled craftspeople have high levels of skill and long careers in the industry. 
The environments of skilled craftspeople and young craftspeople are not same because the environment of the 
traditional crafts industry has been changing year by year; however, it is possible to extract not only the forma-
tion process of professional identity for young craftspeople but also both the changeable and unchangeable as-
pects of the professional identity by comparing them. 

This study then focused on the formation process of the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople, which 
was one of the Japanese traditional crafts. This study aimed to clarify the professional identity of Maki-e 
craftspeople by comparing skilled craftspeople and young craftspeople. It is important to achieve this aim as it 
will achieve greater understanding of career formation in highly specialized occupations. 

2. Experiment 
2.1. Participants 
The participants were four Maki-e craftspeople who belong to the Kyoto-hu Butsugu Cooperative. The four 
craftspeople held different positions because it is reported that difference in position has an influence on con-
sciousness (Machida et al., 1997). All participants had training experience in the same studio. Participant infor-
mation is shown in Table 1. 

2.2. Methods 
Details of the research were explained to the participants in advance, and the interviews were conducted upon 
their consent. The contents of the interviews were recorded with an IC recorder, also upon their consent. Semi- 
structured interviews were conducted with the following questions.  

a1) What was your motive for starting a career as a Maki-e craftsperson? 
a2) What is your coping method for occupational troubles? 
a3) How did you learn to be a Maki-e craftsperson? 
a4) When did you feel that you were suitable or unsuitable for this work? 
a5) What things are necessary for this work? 
a6) What is the value of the work you do in this occupation? 
a7) Why do you continue this work? 
a8) Who, or what, influences the value of your work? 

2.3. Analysis 
All recorded data was transcribed, and only portions were analyzed upon the participants’ consent. Important 
words that would have an influence on the formation of professional identity were extracted and compared 
among the four participants. Discussions were held with some researchers to ensure that they were not biased. 

 
Table 1. Information about participants.                                                                           

Participant Age Length of service Gender Start of career Position 

A 60 42 Male After graduating from University 
Manager of A’s studio 

Traditional craftsperson 
Craft artist University professor 

B 67 52 Male After graduating from junior high school 
Employee of A’s studio 

Banto (Head clerk) 
Traditional craftsperson 

C 33 14 Female After graduating from special school Independent of A’s studio 
Traditional craftsperson 

D 32 8 Female After graduating from special school Employee of A’s studio 
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3. Results 
a1) What was your motive for starting a career as a Maki-e craftsperson? 
Only participant A, whose family business was Maki-e, had been concerned with Maki-e since childhood. 

Participant A said, “It was natural for me to take over my family business, and I did not hesitate to do it”. Par-
ticipant B started Maki-e work through a human connection, and he said, “I was not interested in Maki-e or 
drawing pictures essentially”. Participants C and D loved to create things; however, neither participant was par-
ticular about Maki-e. They had both majored in Maki-e at a special school, and that experience led them to start 
their career as Maki-e craftspeople. Only participant C wanted to be a craftsperson; however, she reflected on 
her past and said, “The definition of craftspeople was obscure and I was not able to image it clearly”. The ho-
metown of participant D is a production area for lacquer crafts; however, it was not directly related to her choice 
to be a Maki-e craftsperson. The reasons participant C and D gave for choosing participant A’s studio were “the 
working condition” and “I can try various work here, and it will be helpful for continuing Maki-e work in the 
future”, respectively. Then, it was shown that participants A and B did not choose to be Maki-e craftspeople vo-
luntarily, while participants C and D did. None of the participants strongly desired to be Maki-e craftspeople 
before deciding to pursue the occupation, and none of them chose this career based on having confidence in and 
talent for Maki-e. 

a2) What is your coping method for occupational troubles? 
All participants had trouble with the social aspects of their work. Both skilled craftspeople detected a differ-

ence in the working conditions of their friends, who had other occupations, such as white-color jobs, and be-
cause their salaries as craftspeople were not as high as that of other occupations. However, their coping methods 
in the face of this trouble and their thoughts about continuing to work were very different. As a coping method, 
participant A was apprenticed to two craft artists, and after that he said, “I did not hesitate to continue my work 
because I desired to succeed at my job, the same as my masters”. Participant A reselected the occupation of Ma-
ki-e craftsperson voluntarily through this experience. On the other hand, participant B felt that he had no choice 
but to work as a Maki-e craftsperson. He continued working with encouragement from the surrounding people 
when he wanted to quit; he did not do this voluntarily. 

Both young craftspeople had trouble, not with the working conditions, but with the current contents and con-
dition of Maki-e. Both participants C and D felt that it was important not only to produce Maki-e but also to get 
work and transmit information after they started to work at the studio. This was because participant A always 
tried hard to get work and make announcements to the public. The coping methods of participants C and B were 
not the same because they held different positions; however, both thought of their coping methods voluntarily. 
Participant C was trying challenging, new things after her independence. She said, “Now, I am learning about 
some alternative natural materials that are used for Maki-e because I did not have enough knowledge about 
them”, and she was developing a new personal relationship. Participant D worried about the current drop in sales 
of Maki-e work, and she said, “We have to find a new demand or a different demand than we have had before to 
continue this work”. 

Hence, participants A, C, and D chose their occupations as Maki-e craftspeople voluntarily, including the re-
selection of career by participant A after he worked for some years. They each coped with their troubles volun-
tarily, while participant B, who chose his occupation passively, did not cope with his trouble. 

a3) How did you learn to be a Maki-e craftsperson? 
When participants A and B were young, they were pressed for time producing a lot of work because there was 

great demand for Maki-e in those days. They realized that their skill was based on that experience. Specifically, 
participant A said, “I had acquired my skill by having done a lot of work”, and “I had trained and raised my skill 
so I would be second to none, and I spent much time infuriatingly acquiring skill”. Participant B said, “When I 
was young, I had been pressed for time because we had a lot to do”, and “I had spent a very long time working 
because I thought that I should work more than others and learn, even if just a little earlier”. However, their form 
of work was not same. Participant A did all of the processes of the work alone as a craft artist, while participant 
B said, “I had never done all of the processes of the work because it was efficiency-oriented”. 

Participant C also indicated that she had been taught efficiency-oriented work during her training days, 
though the age at which she was trained differed from that of participants A and B. Participant D did not make a 
similar remark; however, all of the participants pointed out that they had learned the skill by doing a lot of work 
and through assiduous effort. From the remarks of participants B, C, and D, the orientation procedure in the stu-
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dio indicated that it was necessary to ask the manager or the senior person if there was anything they did not 
know how to do. Additionally, all of the participants referred to the experience of learning from their mistakes. 

As mentioned above, three common ways, which are unrelated to when they were trained, to learn Maki-e in 
the studio were indicated. The first was through doing a lot of work and assiduous effort, the second was asking, 
and the third was learning from mistakes. Remarks were different between participant D, who has had the short-
est career, and the other three participants. The other three participants emphasized the efficiency of their work. 

As another manner of learning Maki-e, participant A pointed out experience as a craft artist and the circums-
tances of it being the family business. Participant B said, “Learning by watching the others who are skilled is 
just like glancing at the finished work when I package it before shipping”. This remark means that he had 
learned from objects such as finished work. Participant C learned from comparing her work and that of others. 
She said, “I thought about what the difference was between skilled craftspeople and me” Participant D explained 
her basic attitude, saying, “If I do not understand, I ask”; however, she also said, “I came to ask skilled 
craftspeople more because my junior disciples positively ask skilled craftspeople about things when they have a 
question”. Therefore, it is indicated that the subject that is learned depends on each participant.  

a4) When did you feel that you were suitable or unsuitable for this work? 
Participants A, C, and D felt that they are suitable for Maki-e when their targets were achieved or work went 

well. Participant A, unlike the other participants, felt that he was suitable for Maki-e when he acquired the skill 
not as the family business but as a craft artist. He said, “I felt a sense of accomplishment when I was able to 
create the work or expression that I had aimed for”, and, “I felt that I could win the prize certainly after I had felt 
it”. He recognized the reason for this, saying, “Because my skill and expressiveness had exceeded a constant 
level, certainly”. Participant C said, “I had the experience that one day I was suddenly able to do well; however, 
I do not know the reason”, and, “I had become able to do some work my own way five years after I had started 
my career in this studio”. In addition, participant C said, “Though there is work that I cannot do yet, the work I 
became able to do is due to patience”. Participant D said, “I feel I am suitable for Maki-e when I can do the 
work well, though I mistook it in the past”. Participant D also said, “I feel that my ability to see and comprehend 
Maki-e is increasing to greater than before”, and, “My sensitivity has been overwritten year by year”, On the 
other hand, only participant B felt that he was suitable for Maki-e when he was prized by the master or when he 
was assigned work. He said, “I felt that I was able to do work well when I was assigned work”, and, “My skill 
was improved and the speed of work became quick when I felt I could do it well”. 

a5) What things are necessary for this work? 
All participants had the common opinion that a special talent for Maki-e work is unnecessary, and they also 

thought that repetitious work and effort were important elements if one were to work as a Maki-e craftsperson. 
Participant A said, “Technique is made up for in effort, though it is best to be deft”, and, “Two years is enough 
time to acquire the technique for each process”. Participant C said, “Repetition makes you become good at the 
work if you are not initially good at it”. Participants B and D thought artistic ability to be unnecessary if you ex-
isting designs were used. Participant D especially thought that repetition, experience, and effort were important 
if the work is based on existing designs. She said, “Maybe five years is enough time to acquire the technique”. 
However, participant A said, “Ten years is not enough time to learn to do various thing”, and participants B and 
D also pointed out that artistic ability, like artistic taste or design ability, is needed to create something new. Par-
ticipant D said, “Sense is yet another problem, though technique is made up for in effort”. 

Participants A, C, and D shared a common approach in that they think of their work socially. Participant A 
said, “It is important to acquire skill and technique; however, it is also important to understand the social aspects 
that Maki-e has”. Participant C said, “Just motivation for work is enough if there are enough demands for Ma-
ki-e socially that you can get work”. Participant D said, “It is more necessary to create a new demand than to 
address a skill-based or technical problem because the amount of work has decreased recently”. In addition, opi-
nions about important mental aspects were obtained, for example, positivity, curiosity, high motivation, ob-
edience, cheerfulness, a love for creating things, and patience for repetitive work. 

a6) What is the value of the work you do in this occupation? 
All participants were aware of the crisis of decreasing demand for Maki-e, regardless of the quality of the 

craftsperson’s skill. Participant A said, “It is important to change our work according to economic activities”. 
Participant B said, Responding to demands from clients is more important than skill level”, and he said, “Our 
Maki-e work can respond to various demand”, indicating why their studio could continue in this situation. Par-
ticipant C said, “Attracting customers positively is important because we do not have much work now”. Partici-
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pant D pointed out that Maki-e has poor demand and low necessity in daily use, though she thought that Maki-e 
would not and should not disappear. 

Though all of the participants shared a common opinion that the Maki-e technique is not special, participants 
B, C, and D felt that the work itself is. As special elements of the work of Maki-e, Participant B pointed out that 
the tools and materials do not change so much, participant C pointed out that they could make their own work 
through Maki-e, and participant D did not know what to answer when asked for the name of her occupation. 
Participant A thought that Maki-e is not presently special work, saying, “Actually, I thought that Maki-e is spe-
cial work; however, my precursors would feel the same as I do”. Participant A thought that Maki-e built charac-
ter because it entails a target and is like climbing a mountain within himself. Participant A compared the past 
and current situation of craftspeople, saying, “The work of craftspeople had been easy to live with because it 
was just repetition when I was young”, and, “However, that repetitive form has changed”. Participant B said, 
“Our Maki-e style is one of many Maki-e; however, we contribute by handing it over to future generations”. 
However, participant B emphasized the efficiency and benefit of the studio when he considered the skill acquisi-
tion of junior disciples. Participant B also emphasized strongly, “We never must make trouble for our clients”, 
and he thought that human relations and delivery dates are important. On the other hand, participant B said, “I 
had only responded to the demand of clients, so that I have never contrived any work on my own”. Participant D 
said, “I am protected by my master and senior disciples because I am a disciple now, and it is different with a 
general company employee”. 

a7) Why do you continue this work? 
Participants A, C, and D indicated that the reasons to continue Maki-e were interest and sense of accom-

plishment. Participant A was interested in Maki-e itself, and he felt interested and satisfied about upbringing the 
disciples. Participant A also said, “I have many things I want to do because I am not satisfied with my current 
skill level yet”. Participant C expressed that she felt a sense of accomplishment: “When I was able to create a 
work just as I planned and I was able to make it beautiful”. Participant D said, “I love to make something origi-
nal”, and, “I think Maki-e is worthwhile work because the more I do it, the more I become well, and there are a 
lot of things I have to learn”. On the other hand, participant B said, “I am continuing Maki-e regardless of 
whether I like or dislike it”, and, “I have worked earnestly for a living”. He also said, “I felt like I had been 
forced to work in my first five years; however, my work had gone well and I felt interest and joy because I had 
come to understand various things after that”, and, “I feel Maki-e is worthwhile work because it leads to the fu-
ture”. In addition, participant B pointed out that he is continuing Maki-e because he has an obligation to his 
masters and that his mind had been changed by his marriage. 

Both participants C and D thought about how they will continue Maki-e in the future; however, their opinions 
were not same. Participant C said, “When I was in the studio, I had 70% toughness and 30% determination to 
become skilled”, and, “After becoming independent, I felt that my work was a bit more worthwhile because my 
role was increasing”. Participant C felt happy that she could continue handwork as her occupation; however, she 
also felt that the responsibility, acquiring jobs, and responding to her clients after gaining her independence was 
difficult. Moreover, participant C said, “It is tough for me to think I must continue this work,” and, “I want to 
meet expectations and support the people around me”. On the other hand, participant D did not think as partici-
pant C did, saying, “I do not have any lack of confidence or any uneasiness because I think I will come to be 
able to do anything that I cannot yet do”. Participant D also expressed positive thinking when she said, “I want 
to do something new in the future, whether I am here or not”. 

a8) Who, or what, influences the value of your work? 
All participants were influenced by the people around them, such as the masters and senior disciples; however, 

only participant A was influenced by the social evaluation of his or his studio’s work. Participant A expressed 
his own originality because he said, “I had been influenced by a lot of people and things; however, I am differ-
ent from them, and I am just me”. He also said, “I had realized that my and our work had been appreciated 
enough socially when I had been able to meet socially prominent people through the work”. Participant B said, 
“It was good that I had worked with a gentle first master and a strict second master”; however, he also said, “I 
was different from participant A and other disciples because I had not chosen this work by myself”. Only par-
ticipant B compared himself to the others.  

Participant C indicated that she was influenced by participants A and B and the former teacher at the special 
school; however, the influence of each person was different. Participant C said, “I had gotten a rough image of 
Maki-e through the experience that I had been impressed to see the work by a craft artist when I was a student at 
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the special school”. Participant D learned about various aspects, for example, technique and customer service, 
from the master and the senior disciples, and she also learned about having a learning attitude from the junior 
disciples. 

4. Discussion 
As indicated in the above results, the participants in this study were classified into two types. One is the sponta-
neous type, who chose to become Maki-e craftspeople and acted voluntarily, like participants A, C, and D; the 
other is the unspontaneous type, like participant B. These two types are discussed in this section. 

4.1. Learning, Necessary Things, and Work Value 
In regards to the common ways in which one learns at the studio, three ways—through repetitious work and as-
siduous effort, asking questions, and learning from mistakes—were indicated. Participant B, the unspontaneous 
type, showed that he had been passive, had been forced to work, and had been pressed for time. On the other 
hand, participant A, a spontaneous type who had learned in the same situation as participant B, gained confi-
dence in his skill by spending a great deal of time and effort. Participants C and D, also the spontaneous type, 
also learned positively, for example, by comparing their attitudes and education to that of to others. The two 
types do not differ greatly in learning, but they do differ in how they think about learning. 

The point to consider here is that this difference in thoughts about learning does not influence the ability to be 
a professional, as exhibited by participant B, who has over fifty years of experience. As shown by the recent de-
crease in the industry, the amount of available Maki-e work is decreasing, which is why three participants (ex-
cluding participant D, who has had the shortest career) emphasized the efficiency of their work. However, the 
basic learnings of Maki-e do not change, even when the surrounding environment does. Thus, the following two 
points would be more important than one’s thoughts about learning to be a Maki-e craftsperson: repetitious labor 
and failure, and determination to achieve expertise. 

The importance of repetition is also indicated as necessary to the continuation of working as a Maki-e 
craftsperson. All participants thought that experience based on repetition and effort was more important than 
talent. Participant C’s experience of suddenly being able to do well one day is the result of repetition and effort, 
and the sensitivity of participant D has been overwritten over the years by the same. These results are thought to 
reveal the process of gaining expertise. The theory called the “10 year rule”, which states that it takes more than 
10,000 hours of deliberate practice to become an expert, had been advocated (Ericsson et al., 1993). However, 
the determinant of skill acquisition has not yet been revealed because it has been reported recently that the in-
fluence of the amount of deliberate practice on skill improvement depends on the domain (Macnamara et al., 
2014). It was indicated that the experience of repetitious work has a great influence on the skill and technique 
acquisition of Maki-e craftspeople. 

However, it is necessary to add that the importance of repetition does not mean that the work of craftspeople 
is the same as that done by a machine. As described above, the skill is impossible to extract by quantifying. This 
is because the skill of craftspeople is flexibly supported and not dependent on a condition (Shiose et al., 2004). 
Additionally, it is necessary that the skill of craftspeople not depend on pattern recognition via a manual but on 
individual contrivance and individuality (Shibata, 2006). Thus, the bodily knowledge of the Maki-e craftspeople 
is an ability that produces a certain result regularly if the condition is different, and this means that experience 
with repetitious work has a great influence on the acquisition of that ability. Additionally, the participants 
thought that acquisition of the Maki-e technique was not special; however, they used the words skill and tech-
nique separately. Therefore, it is though that they recognized the difference between skill and technique, and 
they think skill is a more specific concept than is technique. 

In terms of work value, all participants thought that the work of Maki-e craftspeople possesses social specialty. 
The spontaneous type thought that social response was necessary, in particular due to the recent industrial trend. 
Thus, social ability would have a great influence on the formation of the professional identity of Maki-e 
craftspeople. Change in the work form of craftspeople would change significantly the condition of Maki-e in so-
cial industries according to participant A. Decrease in work demand directly leads to a decrease in opportunities 
to acquire skill because of the value of work repetition. That is to say, the surrounding environment of work 
between skilled craftspeople and young craftspeople is changing greatly, while the manner of learning Maki-e is 
changeless. Thus, not only skill is needed but also social response, as expressed by the spontaneous types, to 
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develop one’s professional career as a craftsperson. The fact that Maki-e is a traditional crafts product is not re-
lated to demand for it, despite its manufacture supporting the national culture. It is important to inform custom-
ers of the value of the traditional crafts products (Ryoke et al., 2008; Huynh et al., 2010). Hence, it is believed 
that an approach that takes social response into consideration from the view of both culture and industry is 
needed to support the continuation of Maki-e craftspeople in the future. 

4.2. Feeling Suitable, Desire to Continue Work, and Influential Person or Thing 
There were great differences between the spontaneous and unspontaneous types regarding feeling suitable to do 
their work. The spontaneous type felt suitable when their needs were satisfied, and the unspontaneous type felt 
this way when he was recognized by others. Human needs have five levels of need: physiological, safety, socia-
lization, esteem, and self-actualization. Esteem has a lower subcategory that includes the need for respect from 
others, including a need for status, recognition, fame, prestige, and attention, and a higher subcategory that in-
cludes self-esteem, skill or ability acquisition, self-confidence, and autonomy (Maslow, 1943). The lower levels 
of esteem needs for the unspontaneous type were satisfied with recognition from others, and the higher level of 
esteem needs were satisfied after that. It is believed that recognition from others played an important role for the 
unspontaneous type because this type had not aimed to create Maki-e originally. On the other hand, the sponta-
neous type satisfied their higher level of esteem needs without others. The spontaneous type chose to become 
Maki-e craftspeople on their own, and they felt pleasure and had interest in making something. An instance 
wherein submersion in the creative process and high satisfaction were achieved through work, which are impor-
tant occupational elements, was also reported (Scheerer et al., 2004). Maki-e work leads to self-realization di-
rectly in the case of the spontaneous type. Thus, spontaneity in choosing an occupation has an influence on the 
differences between types. 

Spontaneity in choosing an occupation is also related to feeling suitable and the desire to continue one’s work. 
As the reason to continue working, the spontaneous type indicated their interest and a sense of accomplishment 
when making something, and they worked based on internal factors and self-motivation. On the other hand, the 
unspontaneous type continued working due to external factors, for example, the obligation to his masters and the 
need to make a living. The unspontaneous type also thought that responding to clients was important, so that this 
type had never cogitated making Maki-e voluntarily. Furthermore, the unspontaneous type realized that his op-
portunity to find work had an influence on his desire. Thus, the difference in reasons to choose this line of work 
is thought to have an influence on both the reasons why Maki-e craftspeople think they are suitable for their 
work and their desire to continue it. The manners of self-realization based on the difference in reasons to choose 
this type of work are shown in Figure 1. 

In terms of influential people or things, all participants were influenced by the surrounding people who work 
or once worked as Maki-e craftspeople because it is difficult to learn their trade from people who work in other 
fields. All spontaneous types determined their goals and made decisions based on various interactions, despite 
the difference in their positions. Participant A recognized his originality while he was influenced by the sur-
roundings people, and only participant A obtained a sense of fulfilment from his work by obtaining social eval- 

 

 
Figure 1. The manner of self-realization based on the difference in conscious-
ness when choosing an occupation.                                       
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uation. Participant A was conscious of social response in particular because he saw things from the viewpoint of 
a manager, as shown in the previous research (Machida et al., 1997). However, participant A desired to not only 
obtain social evaluation but also create Maki-e and train disciples. Therefore, it is believed that, for participant A, 
the creation of Maki-e and the upbringing of disciples have great influence on achieving goals and the desire to 
continue working. Participant B, an unspontaneous type, also thought it important to hand over Maki-e to the 
next generation; however, there were great differences among the skilled craftspeople about the thought of tak-
ing over because participant B emphasized the efficiency and benefit of his work. 

In common with participant B, participant C’s spontaneous type, strongly emphasized the existence of clients; 
however, their reasons were different. Participant C had trouble reconciling the difference between what she 
wanted to do and what she should really do and she felt the necessity of gaining social response after becoming 
independent. In short, the influence of the existence of clients on participant C depends on her contradiction. 
Participant B, on the other hand, thought that clients played the leading role. This difference is thought to de-
pend on whether the craftsperson feels like he or she belongs to the studio. It is thought that participant C’s 
thought process is getting closer to that of participant A’s from the viewpoint of a manager. In addition, Partici-
pant D concentrated on improving her skill, and she had a positive attitude about continuing to work while 
thinking about social response. Participant D did not have uneasiness similar to participant C’s. This difference 
depends on the responsibility associated with their positions because participant C has to find jobs herself while 
participant D is given jobs through the studio. 

4.3. Comprehensive Discussion 
As described in Section 1.1, the Japanese have unique work values that do not give importance to economic 
reasons for pursuing careers. However, the results of this study show that there are two types of Maki-e 
craftspeople. One is the spontaneous type whose work value is based on skill acquisition and the belief that 
making Maki-e is a worthwhile endeavor; the other is the unspontaneous type whose work value is based on 
economic reasons and obligation. Participant B is the notable instance of the latter type in this study. Doing Ma-
ki-e and making something are methods of self-realization for the spontaneous type, while participant B is a 
successful instance of someone who continued working as a Maki-e craftsperson without a special intention to 
create Maki-e. Does participant B’s situation indicate that the intention to continue working as professional is 
unimportant? 

For example, the experience of repetitious work has an important role in the identity of professional nursing, 
as it does that of Maki-e craftspeople (MacIntosh, 2003). However, nursing is an occupation with very high 
turnover rates globally (Hayes et al., 2012). In the case of nurses, higher work satisfaction and the greater group 
cohesion are important to one’s choice to continue a nursing career (Shader et al., 2001). On the other hand, it 
was reported that there was a process through which nurses reconstructed their desire to continue nursing by 
finding occupational strengths through recognizing the difference between their ideals and the reality of their 
work and through thinking of it is just a job (Oe et al., 2014). Therefore, a clear-cut conclusion to one’s work 
may be more important for an occupational professional than the working environment or intention, as shown 
with participant B. 

A problem lies in whether or not participant B’s result still applies to the occupation under an unstable econ-
omy. The demand for the work of craftspeople has been decreasing, and there is an unstable economy. It is 
thought that a strong desire to continue working is required if people are to do so in an unstable economy. Skill 
alone does not always make a steady living, and a lot of patience and effort are needed to acquire skill. It is 
thought that a spontaneous choice of career has great meaning when continuing to work, after understanding this 
contradiction. In the 1960s, when participant B started work, skill acquisition was not separate from making a 
stable living. Therefore, participant B may have chosen this work for unspontaneous reasons; therefore, current 
young craftspeople do not always build a long career if they make the same choices as participant B. 

It is difficult to work for economic reasons when considering the present situation of professional occupations, 
like craftspeople. Basically, people should choose an occupation with high economic benefits if they are moti-
vated by economic reasons. With this in mind, it is valid to think that people engaged in work that is difficult to 
gain economically from must value the work and necessary skills. Thus, it is natural that the professional identi-
ty of someone under an unstable economy excludes economic factors. Based on the above discussion, the for-
mation process of the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The formation process of the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople.                    

 
Another point to consider is that the tradition of Maki-e as part of the national culture is supported by the ex-

istence of the above professionals. Traditional crafts would need to change their style, which has been passed 
down for so many years, if everyone considered only their economic value. The skill development of the tradi-
tional crafts has been supported by the apprentice system, basically; however, that system was altered by a social 
change after the Meiji period (Sato et al., 1962). Furthermore, the apprentice was precluded by the Japanese 
Labor Standards Law enacted in 1947. Because of these changes, it became realistically difficult to retain the 
apprentice system. The Japanese social system has been changing the existence of craftspeople. The conversion 
from handwork to mechanization is advancing constantly. This is just the current trend, and it is difficult to es-
tablish an industry by regressing. Both traditional crafts and those employed making them need to respond to the 
change of contemporary society. It is shown that the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople, who have the 
two aspects of “culture and industry,” changed along with society. Accordingly, the unchangeable skill ac-
quirement method shown in this research may change in the future. In any case, we have to consider that it is 
necessary to develop a foundation for supporting traditional crafts and craftspeople as aspects of national culture 
and industry, including both the economic problems faced by the industry and the meaning of the work. 

5. Conclusion 
The following unchangeable aspects of the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople were shown through this 
research. 

A special ability, talent, and intention to create Maki-e are unnecessary when choosing Maki-e craftsperson as 
an occupation. 

Maki-e craftspeople do not think that the Maki-e techniques are special; however, they think that skill is dif-
ferent regarding technique and that their occupation has social specialty. 

The technique of Maki-e can be acquired through repetition of work; however, other elements, for example, a 
sense for the craft and an artistic talent, are needed to create something unique or to do various things excluding 
the work of craftspeople. 

Furthermore, the professional identity of Maki-e craftspeople over the course of the social changes was shown 
in the difference between skilled craftspeople and young craftspeople. 

The formation process of professional identity depends on the reasons for occupational choice because feeling 
suitable for the work and desire to continue working are different from those reasons. 
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A spontaneous choice and strong intention to become a Maki-e craftsperson are needed in the current eco-
nomic situation, while a special intention to pursue Maki-e was unnecessary in the past when a person was able 
to think of the career as just a source of income. 
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